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We give a proof for one of the conjectures of S. L. Ma on two Diophantine equa-
tions related to abelian difference sets with multiplier &1.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of difference sets
as can be found in [1]. A (v, k, *) difference set D in a group G is called
reversible if [d&1: d # D]=D. If D is an abelian difference set with multi-
plier &1, it is well known that there exists a translate of D which is
reversible. Reversible abelian difference sets have been studied extensively;
we refer the reader to the survey papers [1, 3] for detailed descriptions of
our current knowledge on this subject.
It turns out that reversible abelian difference sets split naturally into two
classes, those satisfying v{4(k&*) and those with v=4(k&*). So far,
there is only one known example for the first case.
Example 1. There exists a reversible (4000, 775, 150) difference set in
Z 52_Z
3
5 . This example is due to McFarland [4].
McFarland (see [1, 3]) has proposed the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 1. If D is a reversible abelian (v, k, *) difference set, then
either v=4000, k=775, *=150 (as in Example 1) or v=4(k&*). (When
v=4(k&*), the difference set is called a Menon difference set or a
Hadamard difference set.)
After studying sub-difference sets of reversible abelian difference sets, Ma
[2] has proposed the following conjecture which implies Conjecture 1.
Conjecture 2. Let p be an odd prime, a0, and b, m, r1. Then
(1) Y=22a+2p2m&22a+2pm+r+1 is a square if and only if m=r
(i.e., Y=1).
(2) Z=22b+2p2m&2b+2pm+r+1 is a square if and only if p=5,
b=3, m=1, r=2 (i.e., Z=2401).
The purpose of this note is to prove part (1) of Conjecture 2. The proof
uses only elementary number theory.
2. Main Result
Let Z, N, P be the sets of integers, positive integers, and odd primes,
respectively. The following lemmas will be used in the proof of our main
theorem.
Lemma A. Let D # N. If (u1 , v1) is the fundamental solution of Pell 's
equation
u2&Dv2=1, u, v # N, (2.1)
then every solution (u, v) of (2.1) can be expressed as
u+v - D=(u1+v1 - D)t, t # N.
Lemma B. Let D, D1 , D2 # N with D=D1D2 . If min[D1 , D2]>1 and
the equation
D1U 2&D2V 2=1, U, V # N, (2.2)
has solution (U, V), then it has a unique solution (U1 , V1) such that
U1 - D1+V1 - D2U - D1+V - D2 , where (U, V) runs over all solutions
of (2.2). Moreover, the fundamental solution (u1 , v1) of (2.1) satisfies u1+
v1 - D=(U1 - D1+V1 - D2)2.
For the proofs of Lemma A and Lemma B, we refer the reader to [5].
Now we state our main theorem.
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Theorem 2.1. The equation
x2=22a+2p2m&22a+2pm+r+1,
(2.3)
x, m, r # N, x>1, a # Z, a0, p # P,
has no solution (x, p, a, m, r).
Proof. Let (x, p, a, m, r) be a solution of (2.3). If a=0, then x2&1=
4p2m&4pm+r. From this, it is easy to see that m>r. Factorizing both sides
of this equation, we have
x+1
2
}
x&1
2
= pm+r( pm&r&1).
Since gcd((x+1)2, (x&1)2)=1, we have (x+1)2= pm+rx1 ,
(x&1)2= y1 , where x1 y1= pm&r&1, and gcd(x1 , y1)=1. But this is
absurd because (x+1)2=(x&1)2+1, and pm+rx1 is much bigger than
y1 . Thus, from now on we may assume that a>0.
Let D1= pm&r, D2= pm&r&1, and D=D1D2 . Since D1&D2=1, by
Lemma B, (2pm&r&1, 2) is the fundamental solution of (2.1). By (2.3),
(u, v)=(x, 2a+1pr) is a solution of (2.1). Since 2a+1pr>2, by Lemma A, we
have
x+2a+1pr - D=(2pm&r&1+2 - D)t; t # N, t>1. (2.4)
If 2 | t, from (2.4), we have
2a+1pr#0 (mod 2pm&r&1).
Since gcd(2a+1pr, 2pm&r&1)=1 and 2pm&r&1>1, the above congruence
is impossible; therefore t is odd. Again from (2.4), we have
2apr= :
(t&1)2
i=0 \
t
2i+1+ (2pm&r&1)t&1&2i (4D) i. (2.5)
Noting that the right-hand side of (2.5) is odd, we have a=0; this con-
tradicts our assumption that a>0. Hence, the proof is complete. K
In view of the above theorem, in order to prove McFarland's conjecture
on abelian difference sets with multiplier &1, all we need to do is to prove
part (2) of Conjecture 2. This remains open at present.
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